Subject: Your Note is Ready

Dear Patient,

We invite you to review the note written after your recent appointment or discussion on 03/14/16.

To read the note, please go to "RECORDS" on the left side of the "PATIENT PORTAL" screen and select the "OpenNotes" button.

OpenNotes invites patients to review the visit notes written by their doctors, nurses, or other clinicians. Please remember that OpenNotes does not change the confidential nature of the notes clinicians write.

If you have any questions about OpenNotes at "HEALTH SYSTEM," please visit "WEB PAGE" and the "PATIENT FAQs."

If you have questions or concerns about the contents of the note, please email your nurse or doctor directly using the "EMAIL" option on "PATIENT PORTAL." If you have technical questions or concerns, please click "TECH SUPPORT" on the left side of the page.

Sincerely,

OpenNotes Team

"HEALTH SYSTEM"